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In the years leading up to World War I, Japanese leaders had ambitious plans. Once isolated from the world, the island nation set its sights on expanding its influence to Asia, especially Nearby Korea and Manchuria. Against this backdrop, magazines inspired by Western comics include shonen club for boys and Shojo Club for girls founded in 1915 and 1923. These popular
publications include illustrated stories, photo features, and light fun for young readers. However, in the 1930s, this same magazine featured the heroic story of the Japanese army, and showed its cheerful character holding a gun and preparing for battle. Manga characters like Suiho Tagawa's Norakuro (Black Stray) dog take up arms, to instill values of sacrifice in front of the house
and courage on the battlefield even the youngest Japanese readers. Ganbatte, which means doing your best to be a rallying cry for manga made in this period, as Japan and its people prepare for conflict and sacrifice ahead. With Japan's entry into World War II in 1937, government officials cracked down on dissident artists and artworks that countered party lines. Cartoonists are
required to join a government-backed trade organization, Shin Nippon Mangaka Kyokai (The New Cartoonists Association of Japan) will even be published in Manga Magazine, the only comic magazine published regularly amid a shortage of wartime papers. Mangaka who does not fight on the front lines, works in factories, or is banned from drawing cartoon comics that follow
government guidelines for acceptable content. Manga that appeared in this period included gentle, family-style humor making light of flaws and 'make-do' inventions of wartime housewives or images that demonstrated the enemy and glorified courage on the battlefield. Manga's ability to transcend language and cultural barriers also makes it the perfect medium for propaganda.
When The Tokyo Rose radio broadcast encouraged allies to surrender in the fight, pictorial leaflets made by Japanese cartoonists were also used to undermine the morale of Allied soldiers in the Pacific arena. For example, Ryuichi Yokoyama, the creator of Fuku-chan (Little Fuku) was sent to a war zone to create comics serving the Japanese military. But Allied forces are also
fighting this image war with manga, thanks in part to Taro Yashima, a dissident artist who left Japan and stayed back in America. Komika Yashima, Unganaizo (The Unlucky Soldier) tells the story of a peasant soldier who is killed in the service of corrupt leaders. The comic is often found on the corpses of Japanese soldiers on the battlefield, a testament to his ability to influence
the fighting spirit of his readers. Yashima then illustrated several award-winning children's books, including Crow Boy Umbrella, I'm sorry. After the Japanese surrendered in 1945, the American armed forces began their post-war occupation, and the Land of the Rising Sun took it upon itself and began to begin rebuild and rediscover himself once again. While the years immediately
after the war were filled with difficulties, many restrictions on artistic expression were lifted and manga artists found themselves free to tell various stories once again. The comic strip's four funny panels about family life like Sazae-san are a welcome reprieve from the harsher of post-war life. Created by Machiko Hasegawa, Sazae-san is a light-hearted look at everyday life through
the eyes of a young housewife and her extended family. A pioneering female manga artist in a male-dominated field, Hasegawa enjoyed years of success drawing Sazae-san, which lasted for nearly 30 years in Asahi Shinbun (Asahi Newspaper). Sazae-san was also made into an animated TV series and radio series. The economic shortcomings and hardships of the post-war
years made the purchase of toys and comic books an out-of-reach luxury for many children. However, the manga is still enjoyed by the masses through kami-shibai (paper drama), a kind of portable drawing theater. Itinerant storytellers will take their mini-theatres into the neighborhood, along with traditional sweets they will sell to their young audience and tell stories based on
images drawn in cardboard. Many prominent manga artists, such as Sampei Shirato (creator of Kamui Den) and Shigeru Mizuki (creator of Ge Ge no Kitaro) made their mark as our illustrators. Our heyday slowly ended with the arrival of television in the 1950s. Another affordable option for readers is kashibonya or library rental. For a small fee, readers can enjoy a variety of titles
without having to pay the full price for their own copy. At the usually tight crossroads of most homes in urban Japan, this is very convenient, as it allows readers to enjoy their favorite comics without taking up extra storage space. This concept continues to this day with kissaten café or manga in Japan. After the war, the hardback manga collection, once the backbone of
mainstream comic publishing in Japan was too expensive for most readers. From this void comes a low-cost alternative, akabon. Akabon or red book is named for its prominent use of red ink to add tone to black and white printing. These cheap pocket-sized comics cost anywhere from 10 to 50 yen (less than 15 U.S. cents), and are sold at candy stores, festivals, and by street
vendors, making them very affordable and accessible. Akabon was most popular from 1948-1950, and gave some struggling manga artists their first big break. One such artist is Osamu Tezuka, the man who will forever change the face of comics in Japan. The Battle of Singapore was fought from January 31 to February 15, 1942, during World War II (1939-1945) between English
and Japanese. The 85,000-strong British army was led by Lieutenant General Arthur Percival, while the 36,000-strong Japanese regiment was led by Lieutenant General Tomoyuki Yamashita. On December 8, December, Lieutenant General Tomoyuki Yamashita of the Japanese 25th Army began attacking British Malaya from Indochina and then from Thailand. Despite being
outnumbered by England's defenders, the Japanese concentrated their troops and harnessed the combined weapons skills learned in previous campaigns to repeatedly flank and push back opponents. Quickly gaining air superiority, they inflicted a demoralizing blow on December 10 when Japanese aircraft sank the British warship HMS Repulse and HMS Prince of Wales.
Utilizing light tanks and bicycles, Japan quickly moved through the peninsula's forests. Despite the strengthening, Lieutenant General Arthur Percival's command was unable to stop the Japanese and on January 31 withdrew from the peninsula to the island of Singapore. Destroying the road between the island and Johore, he prepared to repel the anticipated Japanese landing.
Considered a bastion of British power in the Far East, it is anticipated that Singapore may withhold or at least offer protracted resistance to Japan. To defend Singapore, Percival deployed three brigades of General Gordon Bennett's 8th Major Division in Australia to hold the western part of the island. Indian Corps III Lieutenant General Sir Lewis Heath was tasked with covering the
northeastern part of the island while the southern region was maintained by a mixed army of local forces led by Major General Frank K. Simmons. Advancing to Johore, Yamashita established his headquarters in the palace of the Sultan of Johore. Despite his prominent targets, he correctly anticipated that the British would not attack him for fear of angering the sultan. Utilizing
aerial reconnaissance and intelligence gathered from agents who infiltrated the island, he began to form a clear picture of Percival's defensive position. On February 3, Japanese artillery began hammering targets in Singapore and airstrikes against garrisons intensified. British weapons, including heavy coastal weapons, responded but in the latter case, their armor-piercing bullets
proved largely ineffective. On February 8, japan's first landing began on the northwest coast of Singapore. Elements of the Japanese 5th and 18th Divisions came ashore at Sarimbun Beach and encountered fierce resistance from Australian forces. By midnight, they had flooded Australia and forced them to retreat. Believing that a future Japanese landing would come in the
northeast, Percival was chosen not to strengthen the battered Australians. Widening the battle, Yamashita made landfall in the southwest on February 9. Facing the 44th Indian Brigade, the Japanese were able to drive them back. Retreating east, Bennett formed a defensive line to the east of the Central airfield in Belem. To the north, Brigadier Duncan Maxwell's 27th Australian
Brigade inflicted heavy losses on Japanese troops as they attempted to land on West of the freeway. Maintaining control of the situation, they hold the enemy to the head of a small beach. Unable to communicate with Australians Brigade on his left and worried about the siege, Maxwell ordered his troops to retreat from their defensive positions on the beach. The withdrawal
allowed Japan to begin landing armored units on the island. Pressing south, they surrounded The Bennett Jurong Line and pushed towards the city. Aware of the deteriorating situation, but knowing that the defenders were outnumbered by the attackers, Prime Minister Winston Churchill wired General Archibald Wavell, Commander-in-Chief, India, that Singapore was to survive at
all means and should not give up. This message was forwarded to Percival with the command that the latter must fight to the end. On February 11, Japanese forces captured the area around Bukit Timah as well as much of Percival's ammunition and fuel reserves. The area also gave Yamashita control over most of the island's water supply. Although his campaign has been
successful to date, Japanese commanders are severely undersupplyed and are trying to bully Percival into ending this meaningless and desperate resistance. Resisting, Percival was able to stabilize its line in the southeastern part of the island and repel the Japanese attack on February 12. Slowly pushed back on February 13, Percival was asked by his senior officer about
surrendering. Refusing their request, he continued the fight. The next day, Japanese forces secured Alexandra Hospital and slaughtered about 200 patients and staff. In the early hours of February 15, Japan broke through the Percival line. This coupled with the garrison's anti-aircraft ammunition fatigue led Percival to meet with his commander at Fort Canning. In the meeting,
Percival proposed two options: an immediate strike on Bukit Timah to regain supplies and water or surrender. Told by his senior officers that no counterattack was possible, Percival saw little choice but to surrender. Sending an envoy to Yamashita, Percival met with Japanese commanders at the Ford Motor Factory later that day to discuss the requirements. The official handover
was completed shortly after 5:15 p.m. that night. The worst defeat in British weapons history, the Battle of Singapore and the Malay Campaign previously saw Percival commandos suffer some 7,500 deaths, 10,000 wounded, and 120,000 captured. Japan's losses in the battle for Singapore amounted to about 1,713 killed and 2,772 wounded. While some British and Australian
prisoners were kept in Singapore, thousands more were sent to Southeast Asia for use as forced labor on projects such as the Siamese-Burmese Railway (Death) and Sandakan airfield in North Kalimantan. Many of the Indian troops were recruited into the pro-Japanese Indian National Army for use in the Burma Campaign. Singapore will remain under Japanese occupation for
the rest of the war. During this period, the Japanese slaughtered elements of the Chinese population of the city others who oppose their rule. Instant Immediate Surrendering, Bennett handed over command of the 8th Division and fled to Sumatra with some of his staff officials. Successfully reaching Australia, he was initially considered a hero but was later criticised for abandoning
his men. Despite being blamed for the disaster in Singapore, Percival's command was poorly equipped during the campaign and did not have enough tanks and aircraft to achieve victory in the Malay Peninsula. However, his disposition before the battle, his unwillingness to fortify Johore or the north coast of Singapore, and commando errors during the battle accelerated the
Defeat of the British. Remaining a prisoner until the end of the war, Percival was present at the Japanese surrender in September 1945. 1945.
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